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OUR GUIDE GALLERY

In Camp: Anika, Sunny, Albert and Vero

Base Camp Welcome

Outfitter Sunny Petersen (and Richie Haykel)

Outfitter kids: Lukas, Lynette and Anika Aschbacher 

Pilot Dave and Helicopter 
Engineer Jon Isenring

Outfitter Werner Aschbacher

Hart Schaupp

Pilot Dave Hiltenkamp 

Chase Gallagher

Kent Robertson

Stacey Keeler

Season’s End: Byron Gagne, Chase Gallagher,  
Stacey Keeler, Kent Robertson and Harald Rocca

Harald Rocca

Logan Donovan

Byron von Hagen 

Byron Gagne

Helga Obst, Cook
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 N O R T H W E S T  T E R R I T O R I E S
C A N A D A

Coming to the call Your ‘Home Sweet Home’ in  
the mountain wilderness

Back to base camp after the succesful hunt –
sheep hunter Michael Bey

Inventory Jan Boenicke and  
Outfatter Werner Aschbacher

Thanks to Air Canada... our two French hunters Etienne Harment 
and Alain Lavigne arrived two days late and thanks to their relaxed, 
happy natures they went on to splendid hunts with guides Byron v. H. 
and Chase. Alain’s old monster moose scored in at 57 inches.

Seven times SNO 
repeat hunter Jan 
Boenicke, Germany, 
has converted from 
world record  
moose to ancient  
13-year old sheep  
in the snow with  
rubber booted  
guide and Outfitter  
Werner Aschbacher.

Rizek Masri, Spain, had 
one of the efficient, good 

weather, all around working 
mixed bag hunts with an 

old moose on day one and a 
wolf while sheep hunting; he 
put in some sweat equity for 
the ram and finished with a 
record book caribou – all 
in 9 days with guide Chase.

Ingo Gramm, Germany, and guide 
Harald disappeared from base camp, 
sent us a 57 inch moose on day 4 
and then hunted ever dwindling 
caribou numbers unsuccessfully.

A 61-incher on day 
one and a large 
caribou right beside 
Jürgen’s on day three 
for Ulrich Hettich, 
Germany, with guides 
Byron G. and Kent R.

Daniel Zilch, Germany, enjoyed every 
second of his moose and caribou 
adventure with guide Stacey,  
braving Hellhole, cold and snow.  
– moose spread is 60 inches –

Repeat hunter  
Rolf Zimmermann 
is the only person 
in SNO history to 
have hunted 27 days 
for his moose. This 
includes a hunt two 
years back. While 
at it this year, he 
also took a large 
caribou and a wolf. 
(Guide Hart)

Jürgen Steinemann, Germany, does 
one-day moose hunts for cupped in 
58-inchers with large caribou on day 
3 and back in the office on Monday morning. (Guide Kent Robertson)

Several repeats hunter 
Rüdiger Claas, Germany, 
was smoking cigars by day 
four with another large 
SNO moose – 57 inches –. 
(Guide Byron v.H.)

Repeat hunter Wolfram 
Volkholz, Germany, had 
been to several unsuccessful 
moose hunts before joining 
the South Nahanni club last 
season. Now he is adding 
once again to his growing 
row of large antlers.  
– 59 inches this time – 
(Guide Byron G.)

After starting the season with 
Austrians we ended it the same 
way with Albert Kirchbauer and 
caribou hunter Gottlieb Gattinger 
and his big boo.



 

 
 

Spike camp accommodations.
Arrival in the spike camp location – 
your hunt destination

Filling the shed Moose call:  ‘Come here, boy!’ – 
Hunter Jürgen Steinemann

Field preparation in caribou heaven –
Guide Stacey Keeler

Aurora Borealis – northern lights show – 
above base camp

Guide Byron von Hagen ready for  
the day’s work during moose hunt

Hunter Helga Hobisch ready for  
the flight to her spike camp location

September caribouAlbert Kirchbauer carrying 
his ram home

Sheep steep terrain –  
hunter Brad Dunne

Going for a helicopter ride Feasting in base camp  
at the end of the hunt

Thank you all – hunters, guides, pilots, cooks, guests –  
 for another wonderful season! Good hunting to you!

2012 SEASON GALLERY

A lot of hard work plus endurance tests on boots and gun  
finally paid off with an old ram for hunter Helga Hobisch  
and husband Stefan, Austria. (Guide Harald Rocca)

Phil Dunne, Texas, and guide Harald 
spent days observing this 10-year old 
ram getting up earlier every morning  
till they intercepted him.

SNO several repeats  
hunter Christian  
Schulmeyer, Germany,  
got lucky: He was laid  
up with severe back pain, listening for the  
helicopter, when the heavy 39 inch ram walked 
right past his tent camp. (Guide Byron Gagne)

SNO several repeats hunter Hellmuth Eichhorn,  
Germany, did a full 16 days on the hunt, 

enjoying the hard hunting, game encounters, 
adverse weather and spectacular trophies  

– another 38 inch twister –. (Guide Harald)

A move into a second hunting spot showed 
big ram success on day 5 for Samir Kayali 
Fernandez, Spain, and guide Logan. 
– 13 inch bases and 38 inch length –

Rob Aston, Utah, took a 12-year old  
38 inch twister ram on day one and  
finished off his hunt in style lounging  
in base camp. (Guide Harald)

While Rob was enjoying base camp,  
Michael Bey, Germany, went hard till day 8,  
got hit by rock fall, rained and snowed on,  
and was still just as successful with a heavy  
13 inch based ram. (Guide Byron G.)

Amer Ghandour, Lebanon, gave his best, even 
though grizzlies were too plentiful in his hunting 
vicinity. (Guide Stacey Keeler) 

Son Brad Dunne, Texas, and  
guide Logan Donovan started day one with a big caribou and then 
worked hard for another week to get a nice ram.

Marwan Kheireddine’s hunt  
(Lebanon) started fast and  
furious with a nice ram and caribou 
on day one and a 57 inch moose 
on day three. (Guides Byron Gagne 
+ Byron von Hagen)

Richie Haykel, Lebanon, had  
a slow first week but then got 
at it with a nice, long beamed 
caribou, a very much coveted 
ram and a hard hunt for a 
moose. (Guide Byron G.)

Maurice Sehnaoui, Lebanon, made 
hunting look easy with a day one 
39-inch twister, a day two moose 

and a day three caribou from base 
camp. Goat hunting became an 

unfulfilled challenge of the winds. 
(Guide Stacey)

Sleiman Frangieh and 
friend Toni Frangieh 

(both Lebanon) saw a lot 
of sheep and sheep  

terrain, till this 11-year 
old ram found his end. 

The record book  
caribou (401 B&C) then 

was an easy 1-day but 
the moose stayed alive in 

the burn of Hellhole.
(Guide Harald)

Albert Kirchbauer, Austria, and 
guide Byron G. had no trouble 
traversing mountain ranges, 
coming home with an amazing 
38 inch, 12-year old ram after 
some wilderness fun.

Jairo Kayali Cuenca, Spain, used 8 hunting 
days for his nice trio of 60 inch moose,  

37 inch twister sheep (COVER), and nice boo 
of his 14-day hunt. (Guide Byron v. H.)

Bow hunter Ken McBryde, Texas, 
was onto a number of bulls, 

moose and caribou alike, and took 
this nice boo from base camp.  

(Guide Hartwig Schaupp)

Stefan Angerer, Yukon, was guided 
by his wife Ursula during a hardcore 

climbing adventure in the Ragged 
Range for the only 2012 goat! 

SNO repeat hunter Gregg Ritz,  
New Hampshire, filmed by cameraman  
Jeff Parker is now on a crossbow slam  
(on his last hunt with us he took sheep/
caribou with the muzzleloader). After a 
caribou, the beautiful 14-year old ram 
was stalked for several days.  
(Guide Byron Gagne)

Here was a full on, hardcore, young man’s 
archery hunt: Australian Adam Greentree and guide Byron G. saw the big one, almost 
had a wolf, took this 58 inch Pope&Young moose and passed up a bigger caribou 
while waiting for a very large bull to come out of the trees that never showed. Check 
it all out on www.bowhunting-forum.com/showthread.php?7013-Land-Before-Time

Trygve (Trigger) Aasvestad and  
fiancée Nina Einem (both Norway)  
did a first day ‘Dalldouble’ with guide 
Chase Gallagher. Trygve couldn’t pass 
up a book caribou (409 B&C) and 
took a 57 inch moose, while a lucky 
black bear made two escapes due  
to a rifle scope problem.  


